Getting Started

Things to consider...

◊ Identify Funding Opportunities based on “Fit”
◊ All DEADLINES are anticipated
◊ Organize Funding Search Results
◊ Dedicate time and attention to prepare and/or request application components
◊ Revision Process (Draft, Review, Revise, Repeat)
◊ Awards generally start 6-12 months from the deadline date for the submission of the application

Application Components

Fellowship and award applications have a lot of moving parts. To develop a strong and compelling fellowship application, determine:

1. Is the funding opportunity a good fit for you, your research, ambitions, study and/or personal interests

2. Are you a good fit for the funding opportunity?

3. KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE - Who are the reviewers? What are they looking for (mission of the funding opportunity, criteria for review)?

◊ Personal Statement
◊ Research Proposal
◊ Curriculum Vitae (CV) or Resume
◊ Letters of Recommendation
◊ Timeline and Budget Justification

*Not all components listed are applicable for every application*
Academic Council on the United Nations (ACUNS) - Dissertation Writing Awards Program
The award recognizes students who are writing graduate-level dissertations on topics related to the United Nations system. ACUNS is a global professional association of educational and research institutions, individual scholars, and practitioners active in more than 50 countries in the work and study of multilateral relations, global governance and international cooperation.
Deadline: April

Acoustical Society of America (ASA) - Stetson Graduate Scholarship in Phonetics and Speech Science
The fellowship supports graduate study and research in scientific areas related to the field of phonetics and speech production. Deadline: April

Advancing Research Impact in Society (ARIS) Center - Fellowship Program
ARIS Center fellowships support professionals, researchers, faculty, educators, graduate students, and others working to advance the practice and improve the outcomes of research impacts. The fellowships provide support to two types of projects: 1) projects that synthesize existing scholarly work into easily applied and digestible tools and 2) small-scale innovative projects that advance knowledge about research impacts. Both types of projects require recipients to create products such as guidance documents, white papers, scholarly articles, decision support tools, multimedia supports, instructive videos, or other creative or scholarly outputs. Fellowships provide support for one year. Deadline: September

Alexander Graham Bell Association for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing - George H. Nofer Scholarship for Law and Public Policy
Scholarships support full-time graduate students with pre-lingual bilateral hearing loss who are attending an accredited mainstream law school or a master's or doctoral program in public policy or public administration. The scholarship offers one year of support. Deadline: April

American Anthropological Association (AAA) - Dissertation Fellowship for Historically Underrepresented Persons in Anthropology
The fellowship (formerly the Minority Dissertation Award) is for members of racialized minorities to complete doctoral degrees in anthropology. Dissertation topics in all areas of the discipline are welcome. The fellowship is for one year. Deadline: March

American Association of Family and Consumer Sciences (AAFCS) - Graduate Fellowships
Fellowships support graduate students studying family and consumer sciences. AAFCS is rooted in the arts, social and natural sciences, and humanities. Deadline: January

American Association of University Women (AAUW) - American Dissertation Completion Fellowships
Fellowships support women in any field of study pursuing full-time study to complete dissertations. The fellowship is open to applicants in all fields of study. Deadline: November

American Association of University Women (AAUW) - Career Development Grants for Master's and Professional Studies
Grants support women who hold a bachelor's degree and are making career changes, seeking to advance in current careers, or reentering the workforce. Primary consideration is given to women of color and women pursuing their first advanced degree or credentials in nontraditional fields.
Deadline: November

American Association of University Women (AAUW) - International Fellowships
AAUW International Fellowships support for women pursuing full-time graduate or postdoctoral study in the United States who are not U.S. citizens or permanent residents. Deadline: November

American Association of University Women (AAUW) - Selected Professions Fellowships
Fellowships support women in graduate and professional degree programs in fields where female participation traditionally has been low. The fellowship offers support for one year. Deadline: December

American Australian Association (AAA) - Fellowships for Research in Australia
Fellowships support research or study in Australia in the fields of science, technology, engineering, mathematics, health, medicine, journalism, and sustainability. The fellowship offers support for one year. Deadline: September

American Bar Foundation (ABF) - Fellowship Program in Law & Inequality
Fellowship support one pre-doctoral fellowship. Proposed research must be in the general area of sociological studies or involve social scientific approaches to the law, legal institutions, or legal processes. Research must address significant issues in the field and show promise of a major contribution to social scientific understanding of law and inequality. Deadline: January

American Center of Oriental Research (ACOR) in Amman, Jordan - Pre-doctoral and Postdoctoral Fellowships
Fellowships promote an increased knowledge of ancient and Middle Eastern studies with Jordan as a focus. Fellowships offer support for 2-10 months. Deadline: February

American Council of the Blind (ACB) and American Foundation for the Blind (AFB) - Scholarships for Blind and Visually Impaired Students
The American Foundation for the Blind (AFB) and American Council of the Blind (ACB) have partnered together to offer educational scholarships for those attending university as graduate students. These scholarships provide support for blind and visually impaired students, who may apply the award toward tuition, computer equipment, or to lessen the need to work during a year of study. The scholarships are provided solely on the basis of merit/academic achievement and provide support for one year. Deadline: February
American Councils for International Education (ACIE) - Grants for Research, Study Abroad, & Language Training in Eurasia, Eastern Europe, Middle East, and Africa
ACIE administers several major grants for independent, overseas research in the humanities and social sciences as well as language training. Deadline: Varies

American Educational Research Association (AERA) - Minority Dissertation Writing Fellowship in Education Research
The fellowship supports underrepresented doctoral students conducting research on education. Dissertation topics may include students’ school experiences, ethnic studies, tracking, STEM education, measurement of achievement and opportunity gaps, English language learners, bullying, or restorative justice. Fellows will be invited to present their research in a session during the AERA Annual Meeting. Fellows participate in a mentoring and career development workshop with current and former members of the AERA Minority Selection Committee and other senior scholars. The fellowship offers support for one year. Deadline: December

American Geographical Society (AGS) - Council Graduate Fellowship
The fellowship supports graduate student scholarship in pursuit of geographical knowledge in any subfield of geography. AGS encourages, but does not require, a fieldwork component. The fellowship offers support for one year. Deadline: November

American Geophysical Union (AGU) - Horton Doctoral Research Grant in Hydrological Sciences
AGU grants support doctoral students in the hydrological sciences and related policy-oriented social sciences. This is a one-year award. Deadline: April

American Historical Association (AHA) and the National Aeronautics & Space Administration (NASA) - Doctoral & Postdoctoral Fellowships in Aerospace History
AHA/NASA Fellowships support research in all aspects of the history of aerospace from the earliest human interest in flight to the present, including cultural and intellectual history, economic history, history of law and public policy, and the history of science, engineering, and management. Fellows are encouraged to take advantage of resources at the National Archives, the National Academies of Science, the Library of Congress, the Smithsonian Air and Space Museum, NASA Headquarters, and other collections in the Washington, DC, area. The fellowship term is 6-9 months. Deadline: April

American Indian College Fund - Full Circle Graduate Scholarship
Scholarships support American Indian and Alaska Native students pursuing a graduate or professional degree at any university. The scholarship offers support for one year. Deadline: May

American Indian Graduate Center (AIGC) - Graduate Fellowships
Fellowships support American Indian and Alaska Native students in graduate research and professional programs. The fellowships are for one year. Deadline: June

American Institute for Contemporary German Studies (AICGS) / DAAD (German Academic Exchange Service) - Research Fellowship
This residential fellowship program brings scholars working on key issues of central importance to the German-American relationship to AICGS in Washington, D.C. for research stays of between 2-4 consecutive months each. Project proposals should address a topic closely related to one or more of the Institute's three research and programming areas: Foreign and Security Policy, Society, Culture & Politics, and Geoeconomics. Deadline: (currently on hold)

American Institute for Maghrib Studies (AIMS) - Research Grants
AIMS grants support U.S. scholars conducting research on North Africa in any Maghrib country, specifically Algeria, Mauritania, Morocco, or Tunisia. AIMS sponsors three Overseas Research Centers in Oran, Tunis, and Tangier and has other institutional affiliations that support AIMS scholars. AIMS does not fund research outside the Maghrib. Deadline: January

American Institute for Sri Lankan Studies (AISLS) - Dissertation Planning Grant
Grants support doctoral students intending to do dissertation research in Sri Lanka, in order to make a pre-dissertation visit to Sri Lanka, to investigate the feasibility of their topic, to sharpen their research design, or to make other practical arrangements for future research. Although language instruction is not the primary focus of these awards, successful applicants may simultaneously hold an AISLS language instruction grant. Grants offer support for 6-8 weeks. Deadline: December

American Institute for Yemeni Studies (AIYS) - Research Fellowship for US Scholars
AIYS fellowships support research on Yemen carried out in venues other than Yemen due to U.S. government travel restrictions. Fellowships are funded by grants from the U.S. State Department's Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs. Deadline: February

American Institute of Afghanistan Studies - Research Fellowship
Fellowships support short-term research or other scholarly projects that will advance the knowledge of Afghanistan through the John F. Richards Fellowship Program. Fellows may use funds to support research on Afghanistan through the utilization of resources outside of Afghanistan and the United States. The fellowship is funded through the U.S. Department of State's Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs. Due to current State Department travel restrictions, the fellowship cannot be used for travel to, from, or within Afghanistan, and cannot be used for work within the U.S. The fellowship is for one year. Email: aias@bu.edu. Deadline: April

American Institute of Bangladesh Studies (AIBS) - Dissertation Research Fellowships
Fellowships support students in all academic disciplines conducting or preparing to conduct research involving Bangladesh. These grants are supported by the U.S. Department of State's Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs through the Council of American Overseas Research
American Institute of Indian Studies (AIIS) - Dissertation Fellowships
Fellowships support dissertation research in India conducted in pursuit of knowledge about India, its people and culture. Fellowships offer up to eleven months of support. **Deadline: November**

American Institute of Iranian Studies (AIIRIS) - Fellowships for Language Study and Dissertation Research
Fellowships support short-term graduate language study and dissertation research relevant to Iranian Studies. U.S. citizens should consult the U.S. State Department's country information website for Iran for information about travel restrictions or alerts if planning on traveling to Iran. **Deadline: April**

American Institute of Pakistan Studies (AIPS) - Conference Travel Grant
Funding supports conference travel for the presentation of papers or organization of panels that include topics relevant to Pakistan Studies at scholarly conferences. Invited lectures are not eligible for this award. **Deadlines: March, June, September, and December (annually)**

American Institute of Pakistan Studies (AIPS) - Short-term Research Grants to Pakistan
Grants support research in Pakistan by students enrolled at and scholars affiliated with U.S. universities. **Deadline: February**

American Institute of the History of Pharmacy - Thesis Support Grant
Grants support doctoral research on some aspect of pharmacy, whether ancient or modern, to pay research expenses not normally met by the university granting the degree (see website for eligible project expenses). Any thesis related to the broadly defined history of pharmacy and pharmaceuticals is eligible if based in an institution of higher learning in the US. The grant offers support for one year. **Deadline: March**

American Marketing Association Foundation (AMAF) - Valuing Diversity Ph.D. Scholarships
AMAF scholarships support underrepresented individuals pursuing doctoral degrees in marketing. **Deadline: May**

American Philosophical Society (APS) - Lewis & Clark Fund for Doctoral Student Field Research
This grant supports exploratory field studies for the collection of specimens and data for direct observation. Applications are invited from disciplines with a large dependence on field studies, such as archeology, anthropology, biology, ecology, geography, geology, linguistics, paleontology, and population genetics, but grants will not be restricted to these fields. **Deadline: November**

American Philosophical Society (APS) - Phillips Fund for Research in Native American Studies
The fund supports research in Native American linguistics, ethnohistory, and the history of studies of Native Americans in the continental United States and Canada. Grants are not made for projects in archaeology, ethnography, psycholinguistics, or for the preparation of pedagogical materials. The grants are intended for such costs as travel, tapes, films, and consultants' fees but not for the purchase of books or permanent equipment. The grant offers support for one year. **Deadline: March**

American Political Science Association (APSA) - Diversity Fellowship Program
Fellowships support underrepresented students entering graduate programs in political science. The fall application cycle is for students currently enrolled or planning to enroll in a master's program. The spring application cycle is for first or second-year graduate students currently enrolled in a PhD program. Fellowships offer support for 1-2 years. **Deadlines: March and November**

American Psychological Association (APA) - Predoctoral Fellowship in Mental Health & Substance Abuse Services (MHSAS) for Ethnic Minorities
Fellowships support research related to ethnic minority mental health and improve the quality of mental health and substance abuse services delivered to ethnic minority populations. This fellowship is for up to three years and must be renewed annually. **Deadline: January**
American Psychological Association (APA) - Wayne E. Placek Research Grant
Grants support empirical research to increase the general public's understanding of homosexuality and sexual orientation, and to alleviate the stress that lesbian women, gay men, bisexual women, bisexual men and transgender individuals experience in this and future civilizations. The grant offers support for one year. **Deadline: May**

American Research Center in Egypt (ARCE) - Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs (ECA) - Pre-Dissertation Travel Grants
ARCE offers funded fellowships and a research associate program for a wide range of scholars looking to conduct research in Egypt. Pre-Dissertation Travel Grants support doctoral students, regularly enrolled in the U.S. or abroad, who have completed all coursework but have not yet advanced to candidacy. Grantee will conduct exploratory research to identify sources, build professional network, and visit sites in Egypt. U.S. citizenship is required. All scholars conducting research with ARCE’s administrative or financial support require security clearance from the Egyptian government. Grants are for 1-2 months. **Deadline: January**

American Research Center in Egypt (ARCE) - Doctoral and Postdoctoral Fellowships
Fellowships support doctoral and postdoctoral research on the history and culture of Egypt in a broad range of field, including anthropology, archaeology, architecture, art and art history, Coptic Studies, economics, Egyptology, history, humanistic social sciences, Islamic Studies, literature, political science, and religious studies. **Deadline: January and October**

American Research Center in Sofia (ARCS) Foundation - Fellowships for Research in Bulgaria
Fellowships support research on the Bulgarian and Balkan history and culture from prehistory to the present. In addition to independent research, fellows will participate in the academic program of ARCS. Fellowships are for three or nine months. **Deadline: January**

American Research Institute in Turkey (ARIT) - Fellowship for Research in Turkey
The University of Pennsylvania’s ARIT offers fellowships to advanced graduate students engaged in research on ancient, medieval, or modern times in Turkey, in any field of the humanities and social sciences. Grants for tenures up to one year will be considered; however, some preference is given to projects of shorter duration. **Deadline: November**

American School of Classical Study at Athens (ASCSA) - Graduate & Postdoctoral Fellowships
ASCSA offers fellowships for graduate students and postdoctoral scholars from affiliated North American colleges and universities for research and study in Greece. Research topics include all aspects of Greek culture, from antiquity to the present day. ASCSA also hosts scholars funded through the U.S. Department of State Fulbright programs, the Council of American Overseas Research Centers (CAORC), and the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH). **Deadline: Varies**

American Sociological Association (ASA) - Wayne E. Placek Research Grant
Grants support empirical research to increase the general public's understanding of homosexuality and sexual orientation, and to alleviate the stress that lesbian women, gay men, bisexual women, bisexual men and transgender individuals experience in this and future civilizations. The grant offers support for one year. **Deadline: May**

American Research Center in Egypt (ARCE) - Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs (ECA) - Pre-Dissertation Travel Grants
ARCE offers funded fellowships and a research associate program for a wide range of scholars looking to conduct research in Egypt. Pre-Dissertation Travel Grants support doctoral students, regularly enrolled in the U.S. or abroad, who have completed all coursework but have not yet advanced to candidacy. Grantee will conduct exploratory research to identify sources, build professional network, and visit sites in Egypt. U.S. citizenship is required. All scholars conducting research with ARCE’s administrative or financial support require security clearance from the Egyptian government. Grants are for 1-2 months. **Deadline: January**

American Research Center in Egypt (ARCE) - Doctoral and Postdoctoral Fellowships
Fellowships support doctoral and postdoctoral research on the history and culture of Egypt in a broad range of field, including anthropology, archaeology, architecture, art and art history, Coptic Studies, economics, Egyptology, history, humanistic social sciences, Islamic Studies, literature, political science, and religious studies. **Deadline: January and October**

American Research Center in Sofia (ARCS) Foundation - Fellowships for Research in Bulgaria
Fellowships support research on the Bulgarian and Balkan history and culture from prehistory to the present. In addition to independent research, fellows will participate in the academic program of ARCS. Fellowships are for three or nine months. **Deadline: January**

American Research Institute in Turkey (ARIT) - Fellowship for Research in Turkey
The University of Pennsylvania’s ARIT offers fellowships to advanced graduate students engaged in research on ancient, medieval, or modern times in Turkey, in any field of the humanities and social sciences. Grants for tenures up to one year will be considered; however, some preference is given to projects of shorter duration. **Deadline: November**

American School of Classical Study at Athens (ASCSA) - Graduate & Postdoctoral Fellowships
ASCSA offers fellowships for graduate students and postdoctoral scholars from affiliated North American colleges and universities for research and study in Greece. Research topics include all aspects of Greek culture, from antiquity to the present day. ASCSA also hosts scholars funded through the U.S. Department of State Fulbright programs, the Council of American Overseas Research Centers (CAORC), and the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH). **Deadline: Varies**
Association for Jewish Studies (AJS) - Dissertation Completion Fellowship
Fellowships support the timely completion of doctorates by graduate students in the field of Jewish Studies. The fellowship offers support for one year. **Deadline: November**

Association for Slavic, East European & Eurasian Studies (ASEEES) - Dissertation Research Grant
Research grants of up to $6,000 for dissertation research in Eastern Europe and Eurasia on any aspect of Slavic, East European, and Eurasian studies in any discipline. **Deadline: April**

Association for Slavic, East European & Eurasian Studies - Summer Dissertation Writing Grant
Cost-of-education allowance and a stipend for first year graduate students willing to make skills available to U.S. in time of national emergency. **Deadline: April**

Association on American Indian Affairs (AAIA) - Graduate Scholarships for Native Americans and Alaskan Natives
AAIA scholarships support Native American or Alaska Native graduate students from both federally- and non-federally recognized tribes in a variety of fields leading to graduate degrees. Scholarships are for one year. **Deadline: May**

Autism Science Foundation (ASF) - Predoctoral, Postdoctoral, and Medical Student Research Fellowship
Fellowships are for doctoral students, medical students, and postdoctoral fellows pursuing basic and clinical research on autism spectrum disorders. The proposed training should be scientifically linked to autism but may be broadened to a closely related area of research. Special consideration will be given to projects focusing on gender issues in autism. ASF also invites studies focused on unaffected siblings and recurrence risk in the offspring of unaffected siblings. The fellowship is for one year. **Deadlines: Vary depending on the Grant, Fellowship, or Scholarship**

Belgian American Educational Foundation (BAEF) - Doctoral and Postdoctoral Fellowships for Study or Research in Belgium
BAEF offers fellowships for advanced study or research at a Belgian university or institution of higher learning. The fellowship offers support for 6-12 months. **Deadline: October**

Beta Phi Mu - Eugene Garfield Dissertation Writing Fellowship in Library & Information Science and Related Fields
Fellowships support doctoral students working on their dissertations in Library and Information Science, Information Studies, Informatics, or a related field. **Deadline: March**

Boston College - African & African Diaspora Studies Program (AADS) - Dissertation Fellowship
The AADS program offers residential dissertation fellowships to scholars working in any discipline in the social sciences or humanities, with projects focusing on any topic within African and/or African Diaspora Studies. The Program seeks applicants pursuing innovative, preferably interdisciplinary, projects in dialogue with critical issues and trends within the field. The fellow will have full access to BC's seven libraries as well as several rare book and manuscript collections. Of particular interest is the Nicholas M. Williams Caribbeana Collection, consisting of materials from and about Africa, Jamaica, and the British West Indies. The fellow must remain in residence and maintain an active presence on Boston College's campus during the one-year term of the fellowship. **Deadline: January**

Boston College - Center for Retirement Research (CRR) - Dissertation Fellowship Program
The Center for Retirement Research (CRR) at Boston College is seeking proposals for the Dissertation Fellowship Program in retirement or disability research. The program's purpose is to promote the next generation of scholars in retirement or disability policy research and to improve the quality of scholarship in retirement and disability research studies. Research focal areas include: trends in disability; work in the modern economy; disabled beneficiaries and return-to-work; informing long-term projections and models; improving communication and outreach; economic security of SSA beneficiaries; disparities by race and ethnicity; and improving service delivery. Grant recipients may be required to present their work to the Social Security Administration in Washington, DC or Baltimore, MD. **Deadline: January**

Boston University / West African Research Association (WARA) - Short-Term Travel Fellowship
Fellowships support graduate research to enhance transatlantic exchange and collaboration. The fellowships offer support for 2-3 months. **Deadline: February**

Breakthrough Institute - Summer Research Fellowship
The Breakthrough Institute is a global research center based in Oakland, California that promotes technological solutions to environmental and human development challenges. **Deadline: (on hold since Covid-19)**

Camargo Foundation - Residential Fellowships in France
The Camargo Foundation, located in Cassis, France, offers residential fellowships to researchers, scholars, choreographers, writers, playwrights, composers, and visual artists. The Foundation's campus includes twelve furnished apartments, a reference library, a music/conference room, an artist's studio with darkroom, a composer's studio, and an additional studio for either an artist or a composer. Fellowships for fall are for two months; fellowships for winter/spring are for six, eight, or eleven weeks. **Deadline: October**

Cambridge Michigan Language Assessments (CaMLA) - Mary Spaan Research Grants
Grants support the cost of data collection and analyses for research projects related to second or foreign language assessment and evaluation. Grants are for one year, although projects on a different time frame will be considered where necessary and justified. **Deadline: April**
Canadian Federation of University Women (CFUW) - Fellowships for Canadian Women
CFUW is committed to improving the status of women, promoting quality education, and advancing the status of women, human rights, justice, and peace. The Federation awards numerous fellowships to Canadian women for study in Canada, the US, and elsewhere. Deadline: January

Caring.com - Student-Caregiver Scholarships
The Student-Caregiver Scholarship provides financial assistance to students who are caring for an adult relative while enrolled in college. Caring.com will award several scholarships to help recipients cover the costs of tuition and books. Deadlines: Vary depending on the Scholarship

Cave Research Foundation (CRF) - Philip M. Smith Graduate Research Grant
Grants support graduate student research in cave and karst studies leading to either a master's or doctoral degree. Proposals may be in any field of the earth, natural or social sciences as long as the research addresses topics relate to caves or karst. Additional funding may be available for projects that show a creative merging of two or more scientific disciplines. Deadline: December

Center for Engaged Scholarship (CES) - Dissertation Completion Fellowship
Fellowships are for doctoral students in the social sciences whose work will contribute to making U.S. society less unequal, more democratic, and more environmentally sustainable. The fellowship is for nine months. Deadline: March

Center for Khmer Studies (CKS) - Dissertation Research Fellowship
Fellowships support US, Cambodian, and/or French scholars (or EU citizens holding a French degree) in the social sciences and humanities conducting research in Cambodia and Southeast Asia. Fellowships offer up to eleven months of support. Deadline: November

Center for LGBTQ Studies (CLAGS) - Research Fellowships
Fellowships support research in the field of LGBTQ studies. The fellowships are for one year. Deadline: June

Center for Reintegration - Baer Scholarship for Students with Mental Illness
Scholarships support students with schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, or bipolar disorder to acquire the educational and vocational skills necessary to reintegrate into society, secure jobs, and regain their lives. The scholarship is for one year with the possibility of renewal. Deadline: January

Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation for International Scholarly Exchange - Doctoral Fellowship for non-ROC Citizens
Fellowships support the writing of dissertations on Chinese Studies. The Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation is a nonprofit organization headquartered in Taipei, the capital of the Republic of China. The Foundation promotes international scholarly exchange and the understanding of Chinese culture and society overseas. Successful candidates are expected to complete their dissertations by the end of the grant period. The fellowship offers support for up to one year. Deadline: March

Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation for International Scholarly Exchange - Doctoral Fellowship for ROC Students Abroad
Fellowships support dissertation write-up in research on Chinese Studies. The Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation is a nonprofit organization headquartered in Taipei, the capital of the Republic of China. The Foundation promotes international scholarly exchange and the understanding of Chinese culture and society overseas. Successful candidates are expected to complete their dissertations by the end of the one-year grant period. Deadline: October

City of Chicago - Mayor's Office Summer Fellowship Program
Fellowship for graduate-level students of all academic backgrounds to participate in policy-making through hands-on experiences working directly with the Mayor's Office staff in budgetary, legislative, and programmatic areas of city government. Fellows gain a broad understanding of city-level policy-making by directly contributing to the executive office of the City of Chicago. The program lasts for eleven weeks from mid-June to late August. Deadline: November

Cobell Scholarships for Native Americans
Scholarships support Native American graduate students pursuing degrees at all levels. Deadline: Varies

Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany - Kagan Dissertation Fellowship for Advanced Shoah Studies
Kagan fellowships support PhD candidates pursuing advanced study of Jews who were systematically targeted for destruction or persecution by the Nazis and their allies between 1933 and 1945 (and immediate post-war). Supported research can include: the immediate historical context in which the Holocaust took place; political, economic, legal, religious, or socio-cultural aspects; ethical and moral implications; or other related, relevant topics. Fellows present their work at a summer workshop. Fellowships are for one year and are renewable for a second year. Deadline: December

Consortium for Faculty Diversity at Liberal Arts Colleges - Dissertation & Postdoctoral Fellowships
The Consortium is a group of liberal arts colleges, and it offers residential fellowships in all disciplines of the liberal arts at Consortium member institutions for the purpose of promoting diversity in the academy. The fellowship is for one year. Deadline: March
Council of American Overseas Research Centers (CAORC) - Multi-Country Dissertation Fellowships
CAORC offers a fellowship program that supports advanced regional or trans-regional research in the humanities, social sciences, or allied natural sciences. Preference will be given to candidates carrying out comparative and/or cross-regional research in two or more countries. CAORC abides by all State Department travel restrictions. Applicants are eligible to apply as individuals or in teams. Deadline: December

Council on Social Work Education (CSWE) - Minority Fellowship Program for Doctoral Students in Mental Health and Substance Abuse
Fellowships support students pursuing a doctoral degree in social work whose career goal is to provide leadership in practice, research, teaching, and policy promulgation in government and private organizations serving underrepresented and underserved persons with or at risk for mental health and/or substance abuse disorders. The fellowship offers support for one year with possible renewal for up to three years. Deadline: June

Council on Social Work Education (CSWE) - Minority Fellowship Program for Master’s Students in Mental Health Services for Racial/Ethnic Minority Populations
Fellowships support master’s students who are committed to providing mental health services to racial/ethnic minority populations. The program seeks to reduce health disparities and improve behavioral healthcare outcomes for racially and ethnically diverse populations by increasing the number of culturally competent master’s-level behavioral health professionals available to serve racial/ethnic minority populations. Fellows receive specialized training in mental health and/or substance use disorder issues of racial/ethnic minority populations as part of the fellowship. All fellows are required to attend an in-person 2.5-day training session held in Alexandria, VA. Fellows are also expected to participate in all conference calls and webinars. The fellowship offers support for one academic year. Deadline: June

D. Kim Foundation for the History of Science and Technology in East Asia - Graduate and Postdoctoral Fellowships & Travel Grant
Fellowships and grants support graduate students and young scholars who are working in the history of science and technology in East Asia from the beginning of the 20th century, regardless of their nationality, origins, or gender. Comparative studies of East Asia and the West as well as studies in related fields (mathematics, medicine, and public health) are also welcome. Fellows carry out their work at a host institution by their own arrangement. Fellowships are for 6-12 months. Deadline: December

DAAD (German Academic Exchange Service) - German Studies Research Grant
DAAD offers German Studies Research Grants to highly qualified graduate students who are nominated by their department/program chairs. The grant may be used for short-term research (one to two months) in Germany. The program is designed to encourage the study of cultural, political, historical, economic, and social aspects of modern and contemporary German affairs from an inter- and multidisciplinary perspective. Deadlines: May and November

DAAD (German Academic Exchange Service) - Long-Term Research Grants for Doctoral Students
DAAD grants support doctoral candidates who wish to conduct research or obtain training in Germany. Grants are available for long-term projects lasting 7-12 months, and projects may be in any academic discipline. Projects must take place during the German academic year (October 1-July 31). Deadline: (currently suspended)

DAAD (German Academic Exchange Service) - Scholarship for Summer Language Study at German Universities
Scholarships to attend a broad range of 3- to 4-week summer language courses at German universities which focus mainly on German language and literary, cultural, political, and economic aspects of modern and contemporary Germany. Extensive extracurricular programs complement and reinforce the core material. The program funds attendance of language and area studies courses that are offered by state or state-recognized German universities and by affiliated language schools. To find out the most up-to-date information on course offerings at different universities, go to: www.daad.de/hsk-kursliste. The courses must be taught exclusively in German. Grants are non-renewable. Deadline: December

Dan David Prize - Doctoral Scholarship
Scholarships support interdisciplinary research that cuts across traditional boundaries and paradigms. The Prize aims to foster universal values of excellence, creativity, justice, democracy and progress and to promote the scientific, technological and humanistic achievements. The scholarship offers support for one year. Deadline: March

Dartmouth College - Eastman/Marshall/Chávez Dissertation Completion Fellowships for Underrepresented Students
Fellowships promote student and faculty diversity at Dartmouth College in Hanover, New Hampshire, and throughout higher education, by supporting completion of the doctorate by underrepresented minority scholars (including Latinx, African-American, and Native American scholars) and other graduate scholars with a demonstrated commitment and ability to advance educational diversity. Fellows may be pursuing the PhD degree in any discipline or area taught in the Dartmouth undergraduate Arts and Sciences curriculum. Each fellow will be affiliated with a department or program at the College and will be expected to participate in selected departmental activities with undergraduate students. Fellows may have the opportunity to participate in teaching, either as a primary instructor or as part of a team. The fellowship offers support for 12 months. Deadline: March

Dartmouth University - Program in African American Studies - Thurgood Marshall Dissertation Fellowship
Awarded to master’s degree candidates in social work who demonstrating commitment to working with, or who have special affinity with, American Indian/Alaska Native and Hispanic/Latino populations, or in public and voluntary nonprofit agency settings. Deadline: February
Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection - Short-Term Doctoral Fellowship in Byzantine Studies, Pre-Columbian Studies, and Garden & Landscape Studies
Short-term residencies support doctoral students in the fields of Byzantine Studies (including related aspects of late Roman, early Christian, Western medieval, Slavic, and Near Eastern studies), Pre-Columbian Studies (of Mexico, Central America, and Andean South America), and Garden and Landscape Studies. Students who need access to the fieldwork and photo collections or to the Rare Book Room, or who wish to examine museum objects are particularly encouraged to apply. Residencies are for two to four weeks. Deadline: Continuous

Early American Industries Association (EAA) - Research Grants
The Association offers grants for research relating to its mission to preserve and present historic trades, crafts, and tools, and interprets their impact on our lives. The research grant may be used to supplement existing fellowships, scholarships, or other forms of aid. Deadline: March

Educational Testing Service (ETS) / TOEFL - Grants for Graduate Students
The Educational Testing Service supports research in areas relevant to English language learning and foreign or second-language assessment. Deadline: April

Educational Testing Services (ETS) - Summer Research Internship Program
Interns participate in research under the guidance of an ETS mentor. The internship is carried out in the ETS offices in Princeton, N.J., in selected annual research areas (see website). Upon the completion of the program, fellows have the opportunity to present their findings to teams across R&D. The internship is for ten weeks. Deadline: February

Embassy of France - Chateaubriand Fellowships for Humanities & Social Science Research in France
The Embassy of France offers Chateaubriand Fellowships, which support PhD students from American universities who seek to engage in research in France in any discipline of the humanities or social sciences. Projects may last 4-8 months. Deadline: January

EMDR Foundation - Sandra Wilson Memorial Doctoral Dissertation Grant for Mental Health Research
Grants support dissertation expenses related to research to study the effectiveness of Eye Movement Desensitization and Reprocessing (EMDR) in one of the following priority areas: advancing evidence based practice, addressing the global burden of trauma, and building clinical evidence. These priorities apply to research across the lifespan, so that a study might address, for example, adolescent addiction, or geriatric depression. The grant offers support for one year. Deadlines: February and July

Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) - Climate Corps - Summer Fellowship
Summer Fellowships give graduate students from a variety of disciplines to work for a summer with companies and public institutions to identify opportunities to reduce emissions...
in their operations and supply chains and meet climate commitments. Fellows will gain access to interactive training as well continuing education, including professional development opportunities, online resources, and opportunities to connect with and learn from the network. Fellows are provided with a week of EDF Climate Corps Training in energy management, including energy efficiency, sustainability strategy, carbon accounting, building systems. Fellows then spend 8-12 weeks working on-site at a host organization. Remote and hybrid options are available. **Deadline: November**

**Environmental Design Research Association (EDRA) / Urban Communication Foundation - Michael Brill Research Grant**
The Michael Brill Research Grant supports research that seeks to enhance the quality of community life by examining communicative behavior in the context of the technologies and the physical environments in which those interactions occur. Research should connect theoretical perspectives from the fields of communication, design, and the social sciences. **Deadline: November**

**Environmental Research & Education Foundation (EREF) - Scholarships in Waste Management Research & Education**
Scholarships support master's and doctoral students in waste management research and education. The scholarships offer support for one year, renewable up to two years (master's) or three years (doctoral). **Deadline: March**

**Epilepsy Foundation / American Epilepsy Society - Predoctoral Fellowship**
Fellowships support predoctoral students pursuing dissertation research with an epilepsy-relevant theme, and who are working under the supervision of a mentor with expertise to supervise in the area of epilepsy investigation. The fellowship offers one year of support. **Deadline: January**

**Episcopal Church Foundation (ECF) - Graduate Fellowship**
Fellowship offers support to emerging scholars in an area where the Episcopal Church needs to develop expertise. The fellowship offers support for one year, renewable for up to three years total. **Deadline: March**

**European Union Studies Association (EUSA) - Haass Fund Fellowship**
The Haass Fund Fellowship recognizes a graduate student for their dissertation research in the field of European Union Studies. The fellowship offers support for one year. **Deadline: October**

**Experiment.com - Crowdfunding for Scientific Research**
Experiment is an online platform for discovering, funding, and sharing science. Backers fund directly to the scientists, so there is no middleman or overhead involved. It is an all-or-nothing funding platform. This means the project must reach the funding target, or no one's pledges are charged. All projects are rigorously reviewed, provided feedback, and scientifically approved by the Experiment team. **Deadline: Continuous**

**Finlandia Foundation National (FNN) - Scholarships for Graduate Study**
FNN awards scholarships to full-time undergraduate and graduate students of all academic disciplines who are currently enrolled in accredited post-secondary schools in the United States and Finland. A special scholarship is available to law students. **Deadline: February**

**Florida International University (FIU) - Cuban Research Institute (CRI) - Diaz-Ayala Library Travel Grants**
The Cuban Research Institute offers short-term travel grants to support research about Cuba and its diaspora at the FIU Green Library in Miami, FL. The Library hosts the Díaz-Ayala Cuban and Latin American Popular Music Collection, the most extensive collection of Cuban music available to the public in the United States. Grant recipients will present one lecture at FIU for faculty and students on their recent research. Grants provide support for a minimum of one week. **Deadline: March**

**Foundation for Community Association Research (FCAR) - Byron Hanke Graduate Fellowship**
Fellowships support graduate students working on research projects related to the development, management and governance of common interest communities and their community associations. See website for supported areas and topics of study. The fellowship offers support for one year. **Deadline: June**

**Freie Universitat Berlin - Berlin Program for Advanced German and European Studies - Dissertation & Postdoctoral Fellowships**
The Berlin Program provides dissertation and postdoctoral residential fellowships for North American scholars specializing in modern and contemporary Germany and Europe. The program supports scholars in all social science and humanities disciplines, including historians working on the period since the mid-18th century. Fellows are expected to demonstrate sufficient language skills to complete the project. Fellowships must be held for a single continuous period. Fellowships offer support for 10-12 months. **Deadline: December**

**Fulbright-Hays Doctoral Dissertation Research Abroad (DDRA) Fellowships**
The Fulbright-Hays DDRA Fellowship Program, funded by the U.S. Department of Education (DoE), provides opportunities for graduate students to conduct full-time dissertation research abroad in modern foreign languages and area studies. The DoE defines “area studies” as a “program of comprehensive study of the aspects of a society or societies, including the study of their geography, history, culture, economy, politics, international relations, and languages”. **Deadline: April**

**Gamma Mu Foundation - Scholarship**
Scholarships support gay men who want to further their education at a college, university, or vocational or professional training program. Scholarships are need-based and are offered for full-time study beginning at an accredited institution or program of the student's choice. The Foundation will not fund online education degree programs. **Deadline: March**
Scholarships support graduate research on garden history and design, and examining the future of gardens and their unique place in our environment. Project study should have wide scope, such as investigating new techniques of garden restoration; studying how small gardens created by community groups have impacted public gardens; exploring and documenting physical, emotional and spiritual healing properties of the garden; and instigating the development of gardens that use ecological and regenerative concepts, to name but a few possibilities. The fellowship is for one year. Deadline: February

George Mason University - Institute for Humane Studies - Doctoral Fellowship
The Institute for Humane Studies (IHS) at George Mason University offers the Humane Studies Fellowship (HSP) to support students who are enrolled in full-time PhD programs and working to advance classical liberal scholarship in the humanities and social sciences. Deadline: Continuous

George Mason University - Mercatus Center - Fellowships in Political Economics
Fellowships support graduate students conducting research in economics, philosophy, political science, sociology, and related disciplines who are interested in learning about the Austrian, Virginia, and Bloomington schools of political economy. The fellowships offer support for one year. Deadline: Varies

Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library and Museum - Research Travel Award
This award supports travel and living expenses to conduct research at the Gerald R. Ford Library. Its holdings focus on Federal policies, US foreign relations and national politics in the 1960s and 1970s. The award only covers travel within North America. Deadlines: March and September

Gerber Foundation - Doctoral Student Research Grant
Grants support mentored research to improve the nutrition, care and development of infants and young children from the first year before birth to three years of age. Projects should address focus areas on issues faced by care providers that, when implemented, will improve the health, nutrition and/or developmental outcomes for infants and young children. The Foundation is particularly looking for practical solutions that can be easily and rapidly implemented on a broad scale with a predictable time frame to clinical application. The grant is for one year. Deadlines: May and November

Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA) - Scholarships
The GFOA awards scholarships to undergraduate and graduate students preparing for careers in fields related to government finance and accounting. Deadline: January

Government of Alberta - Alberta Student Aid - Sir James Lougheed Graduate Scholarships
Scholarships support masters and doctoral students from Alberta with the opportunity for advanced study at educational institutions outside of Alberta. The scholarship offers support for one year. Deadline: January

Graham Foundation - Carter Manny Dissertation Research and Writing Fellowships
Fellowships support the completion of outstanding doctoral dissertations on architecture and its role in the arts, culture, and society. Fellowships support dissertation research and writing by promising scholars in architecture, art history, the fine arts, humanities, and the social sciences whose projects have architecture as their primary focus. Projects may be drawn from the various fields of inquiry supported by the Graham Foundation: architectural history and theory; design; engineering; landscape architecture; urban planning; urban studies; the visual arts; and other related fields. The fellowships offer support for one year. Deadline: November

Great Smoky Mountains Conservation Association - Fellowships for Graduate Students
The Great Smoky Mountains Conservation Association supports research related to the preservation, protection, and management of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park. Emphasis will be placed on projects that demonstrate an applied research approach and that produce lasting results for the conservation of the park's resources. Deadline: December

Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of America - Paleologos Scholarship for Non-Theological Graduate Studies
Scholarships are offered to students enrolled in full-time professional graduate studies leading to graduate, non-theological degrees. The scholarship is to help defray the costs of tuition, room and board, and other expenses related to their studies in obtaining a graduate degree. Deadline: May

Guttmacher Institute - Cory L. Richards Master's Scholarship in Public Policy on Reproductive Health and Rights
The scholarship supports master's students in the disciplines of public health or public policy who are pursuing careers advancing public policy related to sexual and reproductive health and rights. Deadline: May

Harry Frank Guggenheim (HFG) Foundation - Emerging Scholar Awards
The Guggenheim Foundation sponsors scholarly research on problems of violence related to many subjects, including, but not limited to, the following: war crime; terrorism; family & intimate-partner relationships; climate instability & natural resource competition; racial, ethnic, & religious conflict; and political extremism & nationalism. Highest priority is given to research that addresses urgent, present-day problems of violence—what produces it, how it operates, and what prevents or reduces it. The fellowship assists a doctoral candidate in timely completion of a dissertation and offers support for one academic year. Deadline: February
Harvard University - Harvard Academy for International and Area Studies - Academy Scholars Program - Dissertation & Postdoctoral Fellowships
Fellowships support doctoral and postdoctoral scholars whose work combines research in the social sciences (including history and law) with the study of the language, history, or culture of non-Western countries or regions (see website for eligible fields). Projects should explore domestic, comparative, or transnational issues, past or present. The fellowship offers support for two years. **Deadline: September**

Harvard University - John F. Kennedy School of Government - Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs - Predoctoral and Postdoctoral Fellowships
Predoctoral and postdoctoral residential fellowships are for research and writing in the fields of science and international affairs on topics within the scope of the Center's major research programs. Predoctoral research fellows are expected to contribute to the Center's research activities, as well as work on their doctoral dissertations. Postdoctoral fellows are expected to complete a book, monograph, or other significant publication during their period of residence. Fellows are expected to be in residence for the duration of the fellowship. Fellowships offer support for ten months with the possibility for renewal. **Deadline: December**

Harvard University - Society of Fellows Program
Fellowships support dissertation completion and postdoctoral research in any department of the University. Fellows undertake sustained projects of research or other original work, or may devote their time to the acquisition of accessory disciplines, so as to prepare themselves for the investigation of problems lying between conventional fields. Fellows are required to be in residence in Cambridge or neighboring communities during the academic year and to attend the weekly lunches and dinners. They are expected to work full-time in the office or lab space provided to them by the University during term time. The fellowship offers support for three years. **Deadline: August**

Henry Luce Foundation - Scholars Program for Study in Asia
The Henry Luce Foundation provides one-year professional internships in East or Southeast Asia for those with little academic knowledge or experience of Asia. The goal of the program is to provide an Asian experience for future leaders who have not yet had significant exposure to Asia. Applicants are welcome in virtually every field other than Asian studies, including but not limited to the arts, journalism, law, medicine, science, public health, environmental studies, and international relations. **Deadline: August**

Herb Society of America (HSA) - Research Grant
Grants support research of the horticultural, scientific, and/or social use of herbs throughout history. Research must define herb as historically useful for flavoring, medicine, ornament, economic, industrial, or cosmetic purposes. **Deadline: February**

Hispanic Scholarship Fund (HSF) - General College Scholarship
Scholarships assist students of Hispanic heritage to obtain a college degree. The scholarship offers support for one year. **Deadline: February**

Hobart and William Smith Colleges - Fisher Center for the Study of Women and Men - MFA and Predoctoral Fellowship
The fellowship supports MFAs and doctoral scholars whose work interrogates the 2021-2022 theme, “beyond”, in its many manifestations and as part of various political, artistic, philosophical, and scientific projects. Endowed to further the study of gender and justice in the liberal arts, the Fisher Center welcomes applications from researchers in the humanities, arts, sciences, social sciences, languages, and performing arts that demonstrate commitment to interdisciplinary discussion and collective inquiry. Fellows teach one course per semester related to their research and the theme, attend Fisher Center lectures and meetings, make a public presentation, and assist with administration of Fisher Center programming. The fellowship is for one year. **Deadline: March**

Horowitz Fund - Fellowship for African Artists & Scholars in the Humanities & Social Sciences
The Fund supports graduate study for African artists and scholars in the humanities and social sciences with an award to defray educational costs. The Fellowship is for one year. **Deadline: April**

Horowitz Foundation for Social Policy - Grant for Doctoral Students
Grants are intended to promote projects which have social policy application at the global or local level. The grants are for one year. **Deadline: December**

Hosci University - Foreign Scholars Fellowship
Fellowships support non-degree research at Hosei University under the direction of and/or in cooperation with Hosei faculty and researchers. Research areas include those studies in the humanities, social sciences, natural sciences, or engineering as deemed acceptable by Hosei. Fellowships offer support for six months. **Deadline: June**

Houtan Foundation - Graduate Scholarship in Iranian Studies
Scholarships support graduate research and study that will enhance understanding of the culture, heritage, language and civilization of Iran. The scholarship offers support for one year. **Deadline: June**

Hudson River Foundation - Polgar Undergraduate Fellowship Program
Fellowships support research on the Hudson River in order to gather important information on all aspects of the river and to train students in conducting scientific studies and public policy research. **Deadline: March**
Illinois Water Resources Center (IWRC) - Small Grants
Grants support graduate research projects that address water resources issues that impact Illinois. The IWRC 2022 priority topics are agriculture, climate, ecosystem structure and function, water-energy nexus, health science (no human subjects research), urban resilience, and water equity. IWEC is particularly interested in supporting projects that will help grow the body of research in Illinois, including proof-of-concept projects that may help researchers attract larger grants.
**Deadline:** Varies depending on the Grant

Inlaks Foundation - Scholarships for Indian Citizens
The Institute for Citizens & Scholars, formerly known as the Woodrow Wilson Foundation, is dedicated to strengthening American education and to rebuilding a flourishing civil society. Charlotte Newcombe fellowships support PhD candidates at American institutions who will complete their dissertations during the fellowship year. Fellowships support original and significant study of ethical or religious values in all fields of the humanities and social sciences. In addition to topics in religious studies or in ethics (philosophical or religious), they might explore the ethical implications of foreign policy, the values influencing political decisions, the moral codes of other cultures, and religious or ethical issues reflected in history or literature. The fellowship provides one year of support. **Deadline:** November

Institute for Citizens & Scholars - Charlotte W. Newcombe Dissertation Completion Fellowships
Newcombe Fellows are late-stage Ph.D. students in the humanities and social sciences whose research relates to religious or ethical values. **Deadline:** November

Institute for Citizens & Scholars - Dissertation Completion Fellowships in Women's Studies
The WW Women's Studies fellowships assist PhD candidates in the humanities and social sciences who are in the final year of dissertation writing, and whose work addresses topics of women and gender in interdisciplinary and original ways. **Deadline:** October

Intercollegiate Studies Institute (ISI) - Graduate Fellowships
The ISI is a nonprofit educational organization that promotes conservative thought on college campuses, and its fellowships support graduate students dedicated to teaching. Fellowships offer one year of support. **Deadline:** January

International Council for Canadian Studies (ICCCS) - Short-Term Graduate Research Travel Grant
The ICSS offers 4-6 week travel grants to enable master's and doctoral students to do research related to their thesis or dissertation at a Canadian university in the field of Canadian Studies. **Deadline:** Varies

International Foundation for Ethical Research (IFER) - Graduate Fellowships for Alternatives to the Use of Animals in Scientific Research
Fellowships support graduate students seeking to incorporate animal welfare concerns and innovative technologies into their studies in order to integrate innovation and discovery with ethics and respect for animals. Fellowships are awarded to those candidates whose research shows the greatest potential to replace the use of animals in science. The fellowships offer support for one year and are renewable for up to three years. **Deadline:** April

Islamic Scholarship Fund (ISF) - Scholarship for Study in the Humanities, Social Sciences and Liberal Arts
Scholarships support study and research in fields where American Muslims are underrepresented in the humanities, liberal arts, social sciences, and law. The ISF strives to increase American Muslim representation in media, politics, and government. ISF support fields include film, media, journalism, writing, civil rights law and related fields, public policy, international studies, public administration, and areas of the humanities with a concentration in contemporary Muslim communities or social justice. The scholarship is for one year. **Deadline:** March

Jacobs Research Funds - Whatcom Museum - Research Grants
Grants support projects involving fieldwork with indigenous peoples of North, Central, and South America which result in publication of information about the fieldwork. Priority is given to research on endangered cultures and languages, and to research on the Pacific Northwest. Projects focusing on archival research have low priority, but proposals to digitize, transcribe and translate old materials are welcome. Relevance of the project to contemporary theoretical issues in anthropology and linguistics is also a criterion used in evaluating proposals. The grants offer support for one year. **Deadline:** February

James Madison Memorial Fellowship Foundation - Master's Fellowships for Prospective Teachers in Secondary Education
Fellowships support aspiring teachers of the American Constitution at the secondary school level. Fellows must teach American history, American government, or social studies in grades 7–12 for one full year for each academic year of their fellowship. All fellows must complete a four-week Summer Institute on the Constitution, “The Foundations of American Constitutionalism,” held in Washington, D.C., aftermatriculation in a graduate program. **Deadline:** March

Jamestowne Society - Fellowship for Study of Colonial Virginia History
The Jamestowne Society offers an Annual Fellowship to support the completion of a graduate thesis or essay on the history and culture of Virginia before 1700. **Deadline:** April

Japan Foundation, New York - Doctoral and Post-Doctoral Fellowships in Japanese Studies
The Foundation provides support to scholars in the field of Japanese Studies by offering the opportunity to conduct research in Japan through fellowship programs. **Deadline:** December
Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS) - Short-Term Fellowships in Humanities, Social Sciences & Natural Sciences for North American and European Researchers
Fellowships provide opportunities for doctoral and postdoctoral researchers from select countries to conduct supervised cooperative research with leading research groups in Japanese institutions. Applicants must identify a host at an eligible institution (see guidelines). Fellowships offer support for 1-12 months. Deadlines: Vary depending on Program and host institution

Japanese American Citizens League (JACL) - National Scholarship Program
Scholarships support National JACL members pursuing graduate study across all disciplines, including law, business, and medicine. The scholarship is for one year. Deadline: May

Josephine de Karman Fellowship Trust - Dissertation Fellowships
The Fellowships recognize and assist doctoral students whose scholastic achievements in any discipline reflect the highest standards. The Fellowship is one academic year. Deadline: January

Korea Foundation - Fellowships for Dissertation Field Research in Korea
The fellowship supports doctoral students conducting dissertation research in Korean Studies. Fellowships allow researchers carrying out comparative/case studies in Korean studies or Korea-related areas in the field of humanities or social sciences to conduct on-site field research in Korea and access resource materials. Fellowships offer support for 1-12 months. Deadlines: Vary depending on the Fellowship

Korea Foundation - Korean Studies Graduate Fellowship Program
The Program is aimed at fostering a new generation of Korean Studies scholars by providing scholarship support to foreign students who are currently enrolled on an M.A. or Ph.D. program in Korean Studies working on a Korea-related topic in the humanities, social sciences, arts or cultural studies. The fellowship is for up to two years for M.A. candidates and up to three years for Ph.D. candidates. Deadlines: Vary depending on the Fellowship

Korean American Scholarship Fund (KASF)
KASF offers scholarships to Korean-American students attending a graduate or professional school through their regional chapter. The scholarships offer support for one year. Deadline: June

Kosciuszko Foundation - Scholarship for Study and Research in Poland
This scholarship supports graduate-level research at universities in Poland by American graduate students and university faculty members for one academic year (October-June) at Polish universities and institutions which fall under the jurisdiction of the Polish Ministry of Education. Transportation to and from Poland is not included. The fellowship is for nine months. Deadline: March

Kosciuszko Foundation - Tuition Scholarships for American Students of Polish Descent
Kosciuszko Foundation Tuition Scholarships support American students of Polish descent for full-time graduate studies in the United States - all fields are supported. Scholarships are granted for one academic year and may be renewed upon re-application for a maximum of one additional year. Deadline: January

Leakey Foundation - Baldwin Fellowship in the Study of Human Origins or Evolution
Fellowships support scholars and graduate students with citizenship in a developing country who wish to obtain education or training from an institution outside the student’s home country. Fellows should be pursuing a program of approved, advanced special training or studies leading towards an MA or PhD that will equip them to assume a leadership role in the future of paleoanthropology and primatology. The fellowship offers support for up to two years. Deadlines: February (new applicants), March (returning applicants)
Leibniz Institute of European History (IEG) - Doctoral and Postdoctoral Fellowships for Research in Mainz, Germany
Fellowships support research in history, theology, and other historical disciplines. The Leibniz Institute of European History (IEG) promotes research on the historical foundations of Europe from the early modern to the contemporary period, especially focusing on religious, political, and social differences. Projects dealing with European communication and transfer processes as well as projects focusing on questions related to theology, church history, and intellectual history, are particularly welcome. Researchers live and work in the Institute’s building in Mainz, and take part in events at the Institute. Fellowships offer support for 6-12 months. **Deadline: May**

Leifur Eiríksson Foundation - Study Abroad Fellowships for US and Icelandic Citizens
The Leifur Eiríksson Foundation funds scholars who are US citizens or permanent residents from U.S. universities for graduate research or study at universities in Iceland, and scholars who are Icelandic citizens or permanent residents from universities in Iceland to conduct research. **Deadline: November**

Leopold Schepp Foundation - Educational Scholarships
The Leopold Schepp Foundation offers scholarships for undergraduate and graduate students engaged in independent study and research that will improve the general welfare of mankind. Because funds for such grants are limited, interested applicants should inquire as to the availability of funding for fellowships in their chosen field of study. Scholarship awards are for one year. **Deadline: Continuous**

Library of Congress - John W. Kluge Center - Kluge Fellowship in Digital Studies
Fellowships support research that will generate a deep, empirically grounded understanding of the consequences of the digital revolution on how people think, how society functions, and on international relations using the Library’s collections and resources. **Deadline: September**

Lincoln Institute of Land Policy - C. Lowell Harriss Dissertation Fellowship Program
The C. Lowell Harriss Dissertation Fellowship supports doctoral students whose research complements the Institute’s interests in land and tax policy. **Deadline: March**

Louisville Institute - Dissertation Writing Fellowship for Research in North American Christianity
Fellowship supports the final year of PhD or ThD dissertation writing for students engaged in research pertaining to North American Christianity. **Deadline: February**

Louisville Institute - Doctoral Fellowship for Christians Pursuing Careers in Theological Schools
Fellowships support doctoral students whose work would be an appropriate preparation for a career in Christian theological school teaching. **Deadline: March**

Marketing Science Institute (MSI) - Clayton Dissertation Grant in Marketing & Related Fields
The fellowship supports dissertation research in marketing and related fields. The grant is for one year. **Deadline: October**

Mathematica Policy Research - Summer Doctoral Research Fellowship
Summer fellowships support independent, self-directed research projects, which will intersect with one or more of Mathematica’s focus areas: data analytics, disability, early childhood, education, family support, health, international, labor, or nutrition. **Deadline: February**

Melanie Foundation - Graduate Scholarship in Mental Health
Scholarships support graduate students who are pursuing a doctoral or master’s degree in the mental health field. The scholarship offers support for one year. **Deadline: March**

Memorial Foundation for Jewish Culture (MFJC) - Dissertation Fellowship
Scholarships support dissertation research to train qualified individuals for careers in Jewish scholarship and research, and to help Jewish educational, religious, and communal workers obtain advanced training for leadership positions. **Deadline: March**

Microsoft Research - PhD Fellowship for Students in Computer Science & Related Fields
Fellowships support PhD students conducting research in computer science and related fields. Students must apply during their third year of PhD studies. The fellowship provides two years of support. **Deadline: June**

Middlebury College - Kathryn Davis Fellowships for Peace - Summer Critical Languages Study
The Fellowships cover the full cost of summer language study from beginner to graduate levels in Abenaki, Arabic, Chinese, French, German, Hebrew, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Russian, and Spanish at the Middlebury College Language Schools. **Deadline: December**

Middlebury College - Kress Summer Fellowship for Language Study for Graduate Students in European Art History
Middlebury College offers fellowships for language study to art history graduate students to attend the Middlebury summer Language Schools in French, German, Italian, Portuguese, Russian, or Spanish. These fellowships are intended for graduate students in art history with a proposed focus on European Art History. **Deadline: December**

Mortar Board National Foundation - Fellowships
Mortar Board National Foundation awards fellowships to members who are pursuing graduate degrees in any field. Mortar Board is a national honor society that recognizes achievements in scholarship, leadership, and service. **Deadline: March**
The program targets students with an affinity for the health of Hispanic communities who are committed to careers in health care and enrolled full-time in dental, medical, nursing, pharmacy, public health, and policy schools. Scholarships are for 1-3 years. **Deadline: September**

National Academy of Education (NAEd) / Spencer Foundation - Dissertation Fellowship Program
Fellowships support individuals whose dissertations show potential for bringing fresh and constructive perspectives to the history, theory, or practice of formal or informal education anywhere in the world. **Deadline: October**

National Association for Armenian Studies & Research (NAASR) - Research/Travel Grants
NAASR offers grants for research within the field of Armenian Studies. Grants are for travel, cost of digitization or microfilm or other research materials and for similar expenses. Stipends will not be covered. Grants offer support for one year. **Deadlines: Quarterly**

National Association of Farm Broadcasters (NAFB) - Graduate Scholarship
Scholarships support graduate students enrolled in or transferring to programs with an agricultural communications curriculum with a concentration and/or application in broadcast media, including Internet/online media distribution. **Deadline: June**

National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) - Walter Byers Graduate Scholarship
This Program recognizing excellence in academic performance by student-athletes. One male and one female student-athlete are annually awarded a graduate scholarship in recognition of outstanding academic achievement and potential for success in graduate study. **Deadline: January**

National Federation of the Blind (NFB) - Scholarships for Blind Students
The NFB annually offers scholarships to blind college students in the United States and Puerto Rico, to recognize achievement by blind scholars. **Deadline: March**

National Hispanic Health Foundation (NHHF) - Professional Student Scholarship
The program targets students with an affinity for the health of Hispanic communities who are committed to careers in health care and enrolled full-time in dental, medical, nursing, pharmacy, public health, and policy schools. Scholarships are for 1-3 years. **Deadline: September**

National Institutes of Health (NIH) - Ruth Kirschstein National Research Service Award (NRSA) F31 - Predoctoral Fellowships
NIH-NRSA/Kirschstein fellowships support promising graduate students who are pursuing training and research in scientific health-related fields relevant to the missions of participating NIH institutes. Most research-oriented fields in the biomedical, behavioral and clinical sciences are eligible. **Deadline: February**

National Italian American Foundation (NIAF) - Scholarships
Scholarships support Italian American students in their graduate studies. Scholarships are for one year and applicants may reapply in subsequent years. **Deadline: March**

National Milk Producers Federation (NMPF) - National Dairy Leadership Scholarship Program
Scholarships support graduate students who are actively pursuing research of direct benefit to milk marketing cooperatives and dairy producers. Recommended fields of study include but are not limited to: agriculture communications, economics, animal health, environmental science, animal/human nutrition, food science, bovine genetics, food safety, dairy products processing, herd management, dairy science, and marketing and price analysis. **Deadline: April**

National Resource Center - Fidler Research Grant for the Study of College Students in Transition
The grant is for research that has the potential to improve the experiences of college students in transition. Qualitative, quantitative, and mixed-method studies will be considered. **Deadline: July**

National Science Foundation (NSF) - Arctic Social Sciences Program (ASSP) - Doctoral Dissertation Improvement Grant
The ASSP encompasses all social, behavioral, and economic sciences supported by NSF. These include, but are not limited to anthropology, archaeology, economics, geography, the science of endangered languages, law and social science, political science, linguistics, science technology and society, social psychology, sociology, traditional knowledge systems, and related subjects. **Deadlines: January and July**

National Science Foundation (NSF) - Science & Technology Studies (STS) Program - Dissertation Fellowships
The NSF STS program supports research that uses historical, philosophical, and social scientific methods to investigate the intellectual, material, and social facets of the scientific, technological, engineering, and mathematical (STEM) disciplines. **Deadline: August**

National Science Foundation (NSF) - Social, Economic, Behavioral, & Cognitive Sciences - Doctoral Dissertation Research Improvement Grants (DDRIG)
The DDRIG is awarded to doctoral students to improve the quality of their dissertation research. **Deadline: February**
National Science Foundation - Graduate Research Fellowships (NSF-GRF)
The NSF-GRF is one of the nation's premiere fellowships for graduate students. Fellowships support students pursuing research-based master's and doctoral degrees in the sciences, engineering, and social sciences. **Deadline: October**

National Security Agency (NSA) - National Intelligence Graduate Summer Language Program
Internships support graduate students in a wide array of majors and minors with proficiency in select languages. **Deadline: January**

National Water Research Institute (NWRI) - Graduate Fellowships
Fellowships support master's and PhD students at US universities conducting research in areas that include, but are not limited to, engineering, physical and chemical sciences, biological sciences, health sciences, political sciences, economics, and planning/public policy issues that are related to water resources. **Deadline: May**

Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC) - PGS Doctoral Scholarship
NSERC supports Canadian citizens in doctoral programs in the natural sciences or engineering including cellular and molecular biology; chemical, biomedical, and materials science engineering; chemistry; civil and industrial engineering; computing sciences; electrical engineering; evolution and ecology; geosciences; mathematical sciences; mechanical engineering; physics and astronomy; plant and animal biology; and psychology. **Deadline: October**

New America Fellows Program
New America, formerly the New America Foundation, is a non-partisan non-profit think tank in the United States. It focuses on a range of public policy issues including national security, technology, asset building, health, gender, energy, education, and the economy. **Deadline: February**

New Netherland Research Center (NNRC) - New Netherland Institute - Student Scholar Research Grant
The grant supports graduate research on New Netherland history and the Dutch Colonial Atlantic World using the holdings of the New Netherland Research Center, New York State Library, and the New York State Archives, in Albany, NY. **Deadline: July**

New York Academy of Medicine - Margaret E. Mahoney Summer Policy Research Fellowship for MD, DD, Graduate Nursing and MPH/Policy Students
Summer fellowships support masters-level medical, dental, public health, public policy, and graduate nursing students to conduct summer research projects on some aspect of health care delivery transformation for vulnerable populations and/or early childhood health and development, with an emphasis on policy implications. **Deadline: April**

Newberry Library - Short-Term Fellowships
Fellowships enable scholars to work on projects related to the Newberry’s Core Collections, which can be explored through the library’s Catalogs and Guides. **Deadline: December**

NORAM - Scholarship for Graduate Research in Norway
Scholarships support graduate research in areas of mutual importance to Norway and the United States in order to strengthen the ties of friendship between the two countries. **Deadline: April**

North American Regional Science Council (NARSC) - Benjamin H. Stevens Graduate Fellowship in Regional Science
Fellowships support multidisciplinary dissertation research in regional science (theories and methods of urban and regional phenomena). Regional scientists use theoretical frameworks and methods of the social and other sciences, and develop new ones for regional analysis and policy. **Deadline: February**

North American Society for Sport Management (NASSM) - Doctoral Research Grant
NASSM funds doctoral student research to advance scholarship in the field of sport management. **Deadline: March**

North American Society for the Psychology of Sport and Physical Activity (NASPSPA) - Graduate Student Research Grant
Grants support graduate research in the scientific study of human behavior when individuals are engaged in sport and physical activity. The grant offers support for one year. **Deadline: June**

Oil Spill Recovery Institute (OSRI) - Graduate Research Fellowship
Fellowships support graduate research to enhance scientific understanding of Arctic and sub-Arctic marine and estuarine ecosystems for better oil spill response and recovery. We are particularly interested in research on food safety, environmental conditions in the western Aleutians, toxicology, spill detection and tracking, improving spill response in sea ice, and degradation of oil. **Deadline: (currently on hold)**

ONE Archives Foundation - LGBTQ Research Fellowship Program
The ONE Archives Foundation offers limited-term research fellowships to support scholars conducting on-site research at the ONE National Gay & Lesbian Archives at the USC Libraries. **Deadline: March**

Open Society Archives (OSA) - Central European University, Budapest - Visegrad Scholarship
Fellowships to support research at OSA archives in Budapest by individuals from the fields of history, the arts, philosophy, and sociology to reflect on the conditions of knowledge production during and after the Cold War. **Deadlines: July and November**
Open Technology Fund (OTF) - Information Controls Fellowship Program (ICFP)
The Information Controls Fellowship Program (ICFP) cultivates research, outputs, and creative collaboration on topics related to repressive internet censorship and surveillance. **Deadline: February**

Order Sons and Daughters of Italy in America (OSDIA) - Sons of Italy Foundation (SIF)
- Scholarships for Graduate Students and Law Students of Italian Descent
Scholarships support graduate study by Italian-American students. **Deadline: March**

Organization for Autism Research (OAR) - Graduate Research Grant
The Graduate Research Grant Competition supports students conducting autism research. Grants fund studies that will likely produce practical and clearly objective results that may aid parents, families, professionals, and people with autism to make more fully informed choices that will lead to healthier and happier lives. **Deadline: February**

Organization of American States (OAS) - Graduate Scholarship
Scholarships are for full-time onsite or online studies leading to a Doctorate or Master’s degree at a university or higher learning education institution in an OAS Member State, with the exception of the applicant’s sponsoring country, in eight (8) priority areas of study. **Deadlines: Vary depending on the specific Scholarship**

Organization of American States (OAS) - Leo S. Rowe Pan American Fund
Scholarships and fellowships support graduate students who aspire to become foreign correspondents. Recipients are eligible for paid internships at foreign bureaus of leading news organizations. **Deadline: Continuous**

Overseas Press Club (OPC) Foundation - Journalism Scholarships
Open to citizens of China (from mainland China, Hong Kong, Macao, or Taiwan) who are studying at a Florida public universities or community colleges and intend to return to China after their study. **Deadline: December**

Palestinian American Research Center (PARC) - Fellowship for Field Research in Palestinian Studies
Fellowships support research in Palestinian studies. Any area of Palestinian studies will be considered, including the arts, humanities, social sciences, economics, law, health and applied science. **Deadline: February**

Pat Tillman Foundation - Tillman Military Scholarship for Veterans, Active Duty, and Family Members
Tillman Military Scholarships provide support to military service-members and spouses who are full-time undergraduate or graduate students in the fields of medicine, law, business, policy, technology, education and the arts. **Deadline: February**

Paul & Daisy Soros Fellowships for New Americans
Paul & Daisy Soros Fellowships support “New Americans,” i.e., green card holders, naturalized citizens, DACA recipients, asylees, refugees, or the children of immigrants, in any field and in any advanced degree-granting full-time program in the United States. **Deadline: October**

Phi Beta Kappa - Walter J. Jensen Fellowship for Study in France
The Walter J. Jensen Fellowship offers educators and researchers an opportunity to study abroad in France for at least six months. The Fellow is required to submit reports every two months, in English and French, describing progress made learning about the French language, literature, and culture. **Deadline: January**

PhRMA Foundation - Health Outcomes in Health Care Delivery Dissertation and Postdoctoral Fellowships
Fellowships support research that spans a broad spectrum of issues related to health-care delivery, from studies evaluating the effectiveness of a pharmaceutical intervention, to the impact of reimbursement policies on outcomes of care. Research projects may incorporate a variety of methods from different disciplines. **Deadline: February**

Pierre Elliott Trudeau Foundation (PETF) - Predoctoral Scholarships for Canadians in the Social Sciences and Humanities
Scholarships support Canadian students in the social sciences and humanities who are in their 1st or 2nd year of doctoral study. Candidates must be pursuing research related to one of four founding themes of the Foundation: 1) Human Rights and Dignity, 2) Responsible Citizenship, 3) Canada and the World, or 4) People in their Natural Environment. **Deadline: December**

Point Foundation - The National LGBTQ Scholarship Fund - Graduate Scholarship
The Foundation offers scholarships to LGBTQ students in any field pursuing graduate degrees at institutions within the U.S. The scholarship is for up to four years. **Deadline: December**

Policy Research, Inc./Social Security Administration (SSA) - Analyzing Relationships Between Disability, Rehabilitation and Work (ARDRAW) Small Grant Program
The ARDRAW Small Grant Program provides funding to graduate students to conduct supervised independent research designed to foster new analysis of work, rehabilitation, and disability issues. **Deadline: May**

Resources for the Future (RFF) - Summer Internship Program for Research on Environmental Issues
The summer internship allows graduate students with a special interest in improving environmental, energy and natural resource decisions through impartial economic research and policy engagement. The internship is for ten weeks. **Deadline: March**
Rocky Mountain Nature Association - Short-Term Research Fellowship
Fellowships support graduate students conducting research in Rocky Mountain National Park. The Fellowship offers support for 3-4 months. **Deadline: February**

Royal Anthropological Institute - Ruggles-Gates Fund for Biological Anthropology
The Royal Anthropological Institute administers the Ruggles-Gates Fund, which provides grants for research in biological anthropology. **Deadline: March**

Russell Sage Foundation - Small Grant in Behavioral Economics
Grants support research on any topic in behavioral economics that will contribute to the Foundation's mission to improve the social and living conditions in the U.S. Appropriate projects will demonstrate explicit use of psychological concepts in the motivation of the research design and the preparation of the results. **Deadline: Continuous**

Rutgers University - School of Management and Labor Relations - Beyster Doctoral and Postdoctoral Fellowships
Fellowships support research in employee ownership and shared capitalism for Ph.D. candidates or postdoctoral scholars in the areas of business, economics, finance, psychology, sociology, history, law, management, philosophy, political science, public policy, and the humanities and social sciences. **Deadline: December**

Saint Andrew's Society - Scholarships for Students of Scottish Descent
The Saint Andrew's Society of Washington, DC, supports graduate students who maintain permanent residency in the Mid-Atlantic Region (District of Columbia, Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, North Carolina, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, and Virginia) who are of Scottish birth or descent. **Deadline: April**

School for Advanced Research (SAR) - Doctoral and Postdoctoral Resident Scholar Fellowships
Residential fellowships support doctoral and postdoctoral scholars who have completed their research and need time to prepare manuscripts on topics important to the understanding of humankind. **Deadline: November**

Science History Institute - Dissertation, Postdoctoral and Short-Term Fellowships
The Beckman Center for the History of Chemistry at the Science History Institute offers residential long-term and short-term fellowships for U.S. and international students studying the history and sociology of the chemical and molecular sciences, technologies and industries. **Deadlines: Vary depending on the Grant or Fellowship**

Sir John Soane's Museum Foundation - Travel Grant
A travel grant is available to graduate students to travel to London to pursue research projects related to any aspect of the work of Sir John Soane or Sir John Soane's Museum and its collections. **Deadline: (details coming soon)**

Smith Richardson Foundation (SRF) - World Politics & Statecraft Dissertation Fellowship
Fellowships support dissertation research on American foreign policy, international relations, international security, strategic studies, area studies and diplomatic, and military history. **Deadline: October**

Smithsonian Institution / Big Ten Academic Alliance - Dissertation Research Fellowship Award for first year, full-time graduate student for work in electrical engineering. **Deadline: November**

Social Science and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC) - Doctoral Fellowships
Fellowships support Canadian citizens and permanent residents of Canada pursuing a doctoral degree in the social sciences or the humanities. **Deadline: October**

Society for the Psychological Study of Social Issues (SPSSI) - Small Research Grants
Grants support graduate research on the psychological aspects of important social and policy issues. **Deadlines: Vary depending on the Program or Award**

Society for the Scientific Study of Sexuality (SSSS) - Graduate Research Grant
Grants support research on human sexuality in any discipline. **Deadline: March**

Society of American Archivists (SAA) - F. Gerald Ham and Elsie Ham Graduate Scholarship
The scholarship provides financial support to graduate students in a professional archival studies program. **Deadline: February**

Society of Health and Physical Educators - SHAPE America - Cooley Master's Scholarship
This award is for graduate students enrolled in a master's level health education program. **Deadline: October**

Society of Health and Physical Educators - SHAPE America - Ruth Abernathy Presidential Scholarship
This award is for graduate students in the fields of health, physical education, recreation, or dance. **Deadline: October**

Stanford University - Fellowships at the Center for International Security and Cooperation (CISAC)
Fellowships support research on topics related to nuclear security and cooperation. **Deadline: December**
**Taiwan Fellowships and Scholarships (TAFS) Program - Republic of China - Dissertation Fellowships**
The Taiwan Fellowships & Scholarships (TAFS) program is a Republic of China (R.O.C.) government initiative aimed to promote relevant research, educational links, and enduring friendships between Taiwan and the global community. **Deadline: June**

**Taiwan Foundation for Democracy (TFD) - Doctoral and Postdoctoral Fellowships**
Fellowships support research related to Taiwan's democratic and human rights development. Fellows may reside in Taiwan for up to one year to carry out in-depth, relevant research. **Deadlines: Vary**

**Strong National Museum of Play - Short-term Research Fellowships**
The Strong National Museum of Play is a highly interactive, collections-based museum devoted to the history and exploration of play in Rochester, New York. **Deadlines: April, August, and November**

**Student Veterans for America (SVA) - NBC Universal Scholarship in Media & Entertainment**
Scholarships support students pursuing degrees in the media and entertainment industry. **Deadline: April**

**Study Foundation of the Berlin House of Representatives - Predoctoral and Postdoctoral Scholarships for Research on Berlin**
The fellowship supports young researchers from the United States of America, Great Britain, France, and the successor states of the Soviet Union. **Deadline: December**

**Sultan Qaboos Cultural Center - Dissertation Fellowship for Research in Oman**
The fellowship is for scholarly and scientific research about Oman. **Deadline: October**

**Sultan Qaboos Cultural Center - Summer Arabic Language and Media (SALAM) Program**
Fellowships for an intensive Arabic language program to allow students to gain a deeper knowledge of Arabic while becoming familiar with Omani history and culture. **Deadline: December**

**Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education (SARE) - North Central Region (NCR) - Graduate and Veterinary Student Grant Program**
Grants support graduate and veterinary student projects that address sustainable agriculture issues and are part of the student's degree program. **Deadline: April**

**U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) - Donald M. Payne International Development Graduate Fellowship**
Fellowships support the completion of a two-year master's degree at a U.S. institution. Fellows must plan to obtain graduate degrees in international affairs or a related subject such as development, economics, history, political science, public administration, communications, public policy, business administration, foreign languages, agriculture, environmental sciences, or urban planning at a graduate or professional school approved by the Payne Program (studies in law do not satisfy this requirement). **Deadline: November**

**U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) - National Nuclear Security Administration/Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (NNSA/PNNL) - Graduate and Postgraduate/Postdoctoral Fellowship Program**
The Fellowship is for graduate students interested in a career in global nuclear security. **Deadline: October**

**U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) - Scholars Internship Program**
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Scholars Program is a department-wide program designed to allow participants the opportunity to explore a federal career with DOE at various stages in their education. **Deadline: January**

**U.S. Department of Health and Human Services - National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) - Substance Use Dissertation Fellowships (R36)**
NIDA Dissertation Award grants (R36) support doctoral dissertation research in NIDA areas of priority. Areas of focus include research on basic, clinical, developmental, epidemiology, prevention, treatment, services, or women and sex/gender differences as they relate to substance use/substance use disorder (SU/D) research. **Deadline: January**

**Streit Council - Herb and Mayme Frank Graduate Scholarship**
The Streit Council works to unite democracies as a path toward greater individual freedom, international solidarity, and global stability. **Deadline: Continuous**

**ThinkSwiss Scholarship for Research in Switzerland**
The ThinkSwiss Research Scholarship program supports U.S. and Canadian students who wish to conduct research at a Swiss university or research institution. **Deadline: December**

**Toyota Foundation - Research Grants**
Grants support projects that adopt a panoramic view of the world and look generations into the future in order to seek new values for society by fundamentally exploring novel philosophies and arts to address difficult issues to be faced by future society; issues that are on a global scale; issues that transcend generations; and nascent problems that will only fully manifest themselves in the future. **Deadline: June**

**Grants for Research on Berlin**
The fellowship is for scholarly and scientific research about Berlin. **Deadline: December**

**Non-Debated**: The fellowship is for scholarly and scientific research about Berlin. **Deadline: December**
U.S. Department of Justice, National Institute of Justice (NIJ) - Research Assistantship Program
The NIJ Research Assistantship Program offers doctoral students the opportunity to obtain practical and applied research experience related to criminal justice. **Deadline: March**

U.S. Department of State - Critical Language Scholarship (CLS) Program
The CLS Program is an intensive overseas language and cultural immersion program for American citizens enrolled at U.S. colleges and universities. **Deadline: November**

U.S. Department of State - Fulbright National Geographic Storytelling Fellowship
The Fulbright-National Geographic Storytelling Fellowship, a component of the Fulbright U.S. Student Program, provides opportunities for selected Fulbright US Student Study/Research grantees to participate in an academic year of storytelling on a globally significant theme. **Deadline: October**

U.S. Department of State - Fulbright U.S. Student Program - Grants for Research, Study, & Arts
The Fulbright program offers grants for US citizens to study or conduct research in any of approximately 140 countries around the world. **Deadline: October**

U.S. Department of State - Thomas R. Pickering Foreign Affairs Fellowship
The Pickering Fellowship provides academic and professional preparation for outstanding candidates to enter the U.S. Department of State Foreign Service, representing America's interests abroad. **Deadline: September**

U.S. Department of the Interior - Joint Fire Science Program (JFSP) - Graduate Research Innovation (GRIN) Award
Fellowships support graduate student research in the fields of wildland fire and related physical, biological, and social sciences that will develop information and products useful to managers and decision-makers. **Deadline: October**

U.S. Department of Transportation/Federal Highway Administration - Dwight David Eisenhower Transportation Fellowship
The Eisenhower fellowship provides funding for undergraduate and graduate students in transportation-related fields encompassing all modes of transportation. **Deadline: April**

UCB - Family Epilepsy Scholarship
UCB scholarships support students pursuing higher education who either suffer from epilepsy, are family members of those who suffer from epilepsy, or are caregivers to those who suffer from epilepsy. **Deadline: March**

United Methodist Church - Stoody-West Fellowship in Religious Journalism
Fellowships support United Methodist graduate students pursuing careers in religious journalism. **Deadline: March**

University of Alberta - Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies (CIUS) - Graduate Fellowships
Fellowships support research in Ukrainian studies in Canada and internationally. The fellowships are for 1-2 years. **Deadline: March**

University of Illinois - Humanities Research Institute (HRI) - Humanities Without Walls (HWW) Predoctoral Summer Workshop Fellowship
Fellowships support predoctoral students interested in learning about careers outside of the academy and/or the tenure track system at the Humanities Without Walls (HWW) national conference. **Deadline: November**

University of Illinois Springfield (UIS) - On-Campus Doctoral Dissertation Fellowship
Fellowships support graduate students at the dissertation stage of their doctoral degrees. **Deadlines: Vary**

University of Michigan - Bentley Historical Library - Travel and Research Grants
Control - Supports graduate study in the fields of architectural acoustics and noise control. **Deadlines: March and October**

University of Virginia - Jefferson Scholars Foundation - Dissertation Completion Fellowship in Contemporary Politics and Policy
Fellowships support doctoral students completing dissertations in American history, politics, public policy and foreign relations. **Deadline: February**

University of Virginia - Woodson Institute for African-American and African Studies - Dissertation and Postdoctoral Residential Fellowships
The Institute offers a predoctoral and a postdoctoral residential fellowship to scholars whose work focuses on Africa and/or the African Diaspora. **Deadline: December**

University of Wisconsin-Madison - Center for Southeast Asian Studies Summer Institute (SEASSI) / WISLI - Language Study Scholarship and Tuition Grant
The Center offers intensive summer language courses in Burmese, Filipino, Hmong, Indonesian, Javanese, Khmer, Lao, Tagalog, Thai and Vietnamese. **Deadline: March**

US National Security Education Program (NSEP) - Boren Fellowships
The NSEP's David L. Boren Fellowship Program promotes linguistic and cultural immersion in specific world regions in combination with public (governmental) service. **Deadlines: January and April**
W. F. Albright Institute of Archaeological Research - Doctoral and Postdoctoral Fellowships
The Albright annually offers fellowships to students and scholars in Near Eastern studies from prehistory through the early Islamic period, including the fields of archaeology, anthropology, art history, Bible, epigraphy, historical geography, history, language, literature, philology and religion and related disciplines. **Deadlines: Vary depending on the Fellowship**

Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research - Dissertation Fieldwork Grants
Grants support research that demonstrates a clear link to anthropological theory and debates, and promises to make a solid contribution to advancing these ideas. **Deadlines: May and November**

Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research - Engaged Research Grant
Wenner-Gren Engaged Research Grants support research partnerships that empower those who have historically been among those researched in anthropology, rather than researchers themselves. **Deadline: August**

Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research - Wadsworth International Fellowship
Fellowships support students undertaking study leading to a PhD or equivalent doctoral degree at universities where they can receive international-level training in anthropology. **Deadline: March**

Western Sydney University / Australian-American Fulbright Commission - Scholarship for Research and Study in Select Fields
The Fulbright Postgraduate Scholarship, funded by Western Sydney University, supports research of importance to the bilateral relationship between the U.S. and Australia. **Deadline: October**

Wilson Center / Kennan Institute - Short-Term Travel Grants for Research on Russia & the Former Soviet Union
Travel grants support scholars conducting policy-relevant research on Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Moldova, the Caucasus, Central Asia, and cross-border projects involving the Baltic States. Scholars should demonstrate a particular need to utilize the library, archival, and other specialized resources of the Washington, D.C. area. **Deadline: March**

World Bank - Robert S. McNamara Dissertation Research Fellowship
Fellowships support doctoral students from developing countries to conduct innovative, development-related, research under the supervision of a research advisor at a host institution abroad. Fellows must commit to working in their home countries after completion of their PhD. The fellowship is for 8 months. **Deadline: April**
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